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ADT Legend
• Portable Counters
• Interstate
• US Route
• WV Route
• County Route
• State Park and Forest Roads
• Federal Aid Non-State

Scale
1 inch = 1 mile

This map was developed by the WVDOT Geospatial Transportation Information Section and is furnished for informational purposes only. The WVDOT does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. No warranties or representations, express or implied, are given as to the accuracy or usefulness of any information. The WVDOT shall not be liable for any loss caused by the use of such information. The WVDOT is not responsible for changes in the condition of the subject roads, nor will the WVDOT make repairs or alterations to the road network to accommodate the user. Changes in the road network may alter routes, but this is not the case in this provided map.